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If you answered YES above, please explain:
1. At home,and at school, I found it difficult to download some of the sessions.
2. Some of videos cut out after a minute or two.
3. The variety of formats used weren't always friendly cross platform mac / PC.
4. 1. Couldn't get Eluminate working quite right, slow access.
5. Some of the webcasts took soooo long to load... And the network at my school is pretty fast.
6. Trying to open mp4 presentations. It would help to indicate the best applications (i.e. Quicktime, Media
Player, etc to use)
7. Some presentations required extremely long download wait times.
8. I had trouble figuring out where the agenda was a first and how to use it. I couldn't keep up with the
live events. Took awhile for me to figure out how to downlad to an mp3 player, never got there. Had
trouble figuring out When Night Falls and Tapped In.
9. See #6 above.
10. The problems really weren't related to "access" but more to how to navigate them and keep up with
everything during the events.
11. A little trouble with the mp4 files - but it worked out...
12. I could not get on the Skype conference call by clicking the link but it was probably something on my
end.
13. The skype as a bit garbled during When Night Falls.
14. see comment on question 6
15. Figuring out the application to use to view some presentations (after a few, I had it pretty much,
though)
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16. ?? Sometimes the computer gods are unkind
17. See comments about skypecasting above
18. d
19. Some presentations from Week 1 I cannot open.
20. Skype was iffy. Audio problems in Elluminate.
21. One of the downloads was corrupted Skypcast was hard to use at times due to bandwidth
22. I was not able to get my PowerGramo to work during When Night Falls
23. some of the presentations (screencasts) did not load
24. The 24 hour event had tech problems. Feedback, difficulty hearing, hard to distinguish who was speaking
at times.
25. n/a
26. Computer crash. The loading of software, java errors
27. Couldn't load mp4 movies. Constantly trying to manuever around filtering on wiki and blog sites. My
district filters out wikis based on the word alone. They will review and unblock individual sites but it takes
10 days and is address specific. Having two or three addresses for each presentation just killed me
getting to see anything.
28. Had nothing to do with the way the conference was set up. I bought an iMac last week and was
frustrated when my microphone would not work when trying to join the Skypecasts.
29. did not answer yes
30. Streaming didn't work well for me. However, being able to download and watch fixed that. Also wmv
didn't play on mac but I downloaded flip4mac which overcame that issue.
31. Skype was flakey.
32. couldnt download 80 days.
33. Large file downloads
34. Skype, while fun and interesting, was unstable
35. Only that my browser would crash from time to time if I tried to fast forward on some of the flash type
presentations. (Firefox-Mac). Still, they were worth watch over if I crashed trying to get to the part
where I left off.
36. The agenda page was quite cluttered. I didn't realize there were different strands until I heard someone
discussing it in one of the presenttions. It might be more helpful to seperate the agenda for each strand
on a seperate wiki page and then possibly have another page with everything on it (for those of us who
like sensory overload :^)
37. Found some of the screen casts very slow to load.
38. the long description of people and workshops--it was a lone scroll...maybe all page numbers at the
bottom of each page( 1, 2,3,4,5,) taht are clickable or anchors at the top and bottom of each page. Now
that the conference is over a look at the web site is justified. Better navigation.
39. I think the technical support provided online and during/between live events was fantastic!
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